OpenGov ERP Integrations™
Connect your data directly to OpenGov
With OpenGov ERP Integrations™, it’s easier than ever to synchronize
your data with the OpenGov Cloud™

Accelerate Government Performance
OpenGov is the leader in government performance solutions, with easy-to-use cloud software for better budgeting,
powerful operational intelligence, and improved transparency. Decision-makers at over 1,800 governments across
the country leverage the OpenGov Cloud™ to conduct financial analysis, evaluate policy and program effectiveness,
collaborate on their budget, and engage their constituents.
Now, with OpenGov ERP Integrations™, we offer an efficient, reliable, and automated solution for connecting
your ERP to OpenGov.

Make The Most of Your Data
Establishing a direct connection enhances the value of your OpenGov investment in three important ways:

• Saves Time: Automating data transfers eliminates the need for manual uploads, while our
modern and efficient integration technology also reduces the time it takes to transfer data.
Data connectors shorten deployment times and maximize time-to-value.
• Improves Data Quality and Upload Performance: Direct integration keeps data synchronized
and conflict-free, while improving speed and scalability.
• Accelerates Decision Making: Facilitate greater collaboration by ensuring everyone on your
team is working with the same current, updated information.

Keep all your reports up-to-date.

Perform analysis with the latest data.

A Powerful and Flexible Solution
Extract, Transform, Load
OpenGov ERP Integrations™ utilizes Extract, Transform and Load (“ETL”) technology that simplifies and streamlines
the process of synchronizing data between your ERP system and OpenGov. Once configured, data uploads can be
scheduled according to the frequency needed by your organization. Many customers have opted for daily updates.
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Fully Supported To Meet Your Organization’s Needs
OpenGov customers have manually loaded data from over 75 different ERPs, and we are building integration
connectors for the leading systems used by governments across the country. To provide maximum flexibility,
OpenGov ERP Integrations™ supports both direct and indirect connections:

Direct

Indirect

The preferred method of integration is to
establish a direct connection to the underlying
ERP database. For many of the leading ERPs,
we have developed database schema maps to
allow for easy deployment and fast time-to-value.

For customers that cannot provide direct access
to their ERP’s database, we can establish an FTP
connection to the exported data and facilitate
data transfers to OpenGov.

Secure Transfers for Peace of Mind
Security permeates all aspects of OpenGov ERP Integrations™. The user interface, agents, and applications
communicate with the cloud through secure channels. Connectors that address authentication, discovery of
metadata, query formation, and target operations use secure protocols to communicate with OpenGov applications.
Credentials are stored in encrypted containers, and IP safe lists restrict access to specific tenants.

To get started with OpenGov ERP Integrations™, please reach out to your Account Executive, or contact us at

650-336-7167 | contact@opengov.com

